THE STRUCTURE OF VALUATIONS OF THE
RATIONAL FUNCTION FIELD KfrX1)
BY

B. N. MOYLS
1. Introduction.
The following problem was suggested to the writer by
Professor Saunders MacLane:
Given a valuation
(VoK = To, Kj of a field
K with value group To and residue class field ÀJ (A) to determine the nature
of r and £ for any extension (VL = T, jQ of V~ofrom K to L/K; and conversely (B) to construct valuations of an extension L/K with value groups
and residue class fields which conform to the requirements
of (A). The present
paper considers this problem in the case when L is a simple transcendental
extension K(x) of K. The valuations are of arbitrary rank (cf. [2](2)).
It is well known that (1) the sum of the transcendence
degree T[j^/K¿]
of .£ overhand
the rational rank (cf. [6, footnote 3]) i?[r/ro]
of the factor
group T/To cannot exceed T[L/K],
here equal to 1. Also, (2) if

TUyjQ + R[T/To) = T[L/K],
then „£ and T are finitely generated over À^ and To, respectively. To these conditions we add (3) £ and T must be at most denumerably
generated over A^
and r0; and (4) if T[/yFQ = 1, then £ must be a rational function field in
one variable over a finite algebraic extension of À^. The possible forms for Y
and «£ are given explicitly in Theorems 7.1 and 8.1.
The construction
of extensions (VK(x)=T,
^)2(Fo/i
= r0, fQ with T
and «£ satisfying conditions (1) to (4) is given in §9, except for the case
where r/r0 is finite and £ is a finite algebraic extension of A^. §12 contains a
note on the extension of these results to finitely generated purely transcendental extensions of K.
Two approaches have been made to the study of rank 1 valuations of
K(x). One, used by Ostrowski [7], represents x as the limit of a pseudo-convergent sequence in the algebraic completion of K. The other, used by MacLane [3] and [4] and based on work of Relia [8], represents each discrete
valuation of K(x) by a simple sequence of approximating
subvaluations
of
K(x), in which each approximant
is derived from the preceding by a certain
"key" polynomial. It is an exploitation
of Gauss' Lemma.
Following the latter method, we show (§6) that every valuation
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K(x) (of arbitrary
rank) can be approximated
by a well-ordered system of
"inductive" valuations. This yields MacLane's structure theory [3] for F,
and the results given above(3).
The existence of extensions (VK(x) =Y, jQ of F0 for which T/Vo is finite
and ^ is a finite algebraic extension of Â^ depends on the presence of certain
transcendental
pseudo-convergent
sets in K or an algebraic extension of K.
Some incomplete conditions for this case are given in §10. They are analogous
to Kaplansky's
conditions
[l] for the special case of immediate extensions.
2. Augmented valuations. Let F0 be a general valuation of a base field
K with value group r0; and let T be any ordered abelian group containing To.

If/(x)=

X"-=o cixi< CiGK, then the function Fi,

(2.1)

Vi(f) =mm[Vo(ci) + iy],
i

where y is any element in T, defines a "first stage" valuation

8, pp. 35-36] of the polynomial ring X[x];

[3, §3; 7, p. 363;

Fi= Fo on K. Fi is denoted by

[Vo, Vi(x) =y]. For a valuation of this type, any linear polynomial in x can
be used in the role of x.
Any valuation W oí K [x] can be augmented
to other valuations of K~[x]
by means of certain key polynomials which are monic, equivalence-irreducible,
and equivalence-minimal
in the following sense. Two polynomials/
and g are
equivalent
in W, or/~g,
if w(f—g)>w(f);
f equivalence-divides
g if there
exists h in K~[x] such that /Ä~g; f is equivalence-irreducible
if the
equivalence-divisibility
of a product by / implies that of a factor. The polynomial / is equivalence-minimal
if the degree (in x) of every polynomial
equivalence-divisible
by/ is not less than the degree of/.
Let IF be a valuation of K[x] with value group T'CT, and let <p=<p(x)
be a key polynomial
over W. If we write the polynomial / in the form
X™ o/t^'i where/,-GUT [a;] and deg/,<deg
cp(4), then the function V,

Vif) = min [W{fi)+ iy),
i
where 7GF

y> W{<p), is an augmented valuation

[3, §4], and is denoted

by

F= [W, V{4>)=y]. It has the following property(3):

I. For f9*0, W(f)^ Vif); W(f) < Vif) if and only if f is equivalence-divisible
by <pin W. In particular Wif) = Vif) if deg/<deg <p.
If we build a finite sequence

(2.2)

{ Vp\ of augmented

F, = [F,_!, F„0„) = tJ,

valuations(6),

p=2,3,---,k,

(3) Many of MacLane's proofs carry over to the general case with only minor modifications.
In such instances his results are quoted without proof.
(4) deg/ will always mean the degree of f(x) in x.
(s) Here Vi may be any valuation of üT[x]. The subscript 1 is not reserved for first stage
valuations.
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with the conditions

(2.3)

deg fa ^ deg fa-U

(2.4)

fa ~ fa-i in V„-i is false,

then

{ Vf,} has the following properties:

II. For eachf in K[x], V,(f)^ Vx(f)for y <X. If V,(f)= V,+i(f),thenV,(f)
= Va(f) for all u>i>.
III. // deg </>„
= deg fa for í^r¡<y

and all \>y, then:

(a) Vv(fa-fa)=yß<yx;
(b) Vv(fa)=V,(fa); V,(fa)=yP;
(c) Vx-[V„ V(fa)=y,].
3. Limit valuations. Another type of valuation of K[x] can be obtained
as follows: Suppose that a well-ordered set of valuations
{ V»} has been defined for all p. less than some limit ordinal a, and that { Vp} has property II.
If, for each /g/ijx],
there is an ordinal v such that V,(f) = V,+i(f), let

v(f) be the first such. The function W„:

(3.1)

W.{f)= v,m

defines a valuation of 7£[x]; we denote it by 14^= [{ V„\, p.<v].
Otherwise, there must exist a polynomial
g such that Vß(g) < V\(g) for
all p<\. A monic polynomial of minimum degree with this property will be
called a pseudo-key for { Vp}. A pseudo-key is irreducible in Ül[x]. Expanding
any / in terms of such a pseudo-key s,
m

(3.2)

/=ZjV!'.

deg/<<degí,

i=0

we can define the function

(3.3)

V„,

V,(f) = mm [W,(fi) + iy,\,
i

where y„> V^s) for all p..
Theorem

3.1. The function

Va defined by (3.2) and (3.3) is a valuation

of

K[x] ; it is denoted by

V. = [{Vß},p < a, V,(s) = y,\
Proof. For the triangle

and product

laws to hold for V„, it is sufficient that

(cf. [3, Theorem 4.2] or [8])
(A) the triangle law hold for polynomials
of degree < deg s, and
(B) if / and g are polynomials of degree less than deg 5 with the expan-

sion (3.2), fg = qs-\-r, then

V.U) + V,(g) = V.(r) < V.(q) + y..
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It is necessary

only to verify

(B). For some ordinal

and Vvfg)=V,+i(fg)=V„(f)+V„(g)Now
V,(r)] = V,+i(fg) = V,+i(r). Hence P,(g)+7,>

105

v, V,(r) = Vr+i(r) = Vc{r)

V,+1(qs) > Vr(qs) è min [Vr(fg),
V,+x(qs)>V,(r) = V,(f)+ V,(g).

Q.E.D.
Both IF„ and V„ are called limit valuations.
To show that properties I and II hold for Va, we need Ostrowski's

Lemma

[7, p. 371, III; 1, p. 306, Lemma 4].
Lemma 3.2. Let
r, and let {<xß} be
such that a„<a\for
ordinal r\ such that
Theorem

ßo, ßi, • ■ ■ , ßm be any elements of an ordered Abelian group
a well-ordered set of elements of T (without a last element)
all <r<X. Then there exist an integer e (O^e^m)
and an
ßi-\-iaß>ße-\-eaß
for all iy^e and p>r¡.

3.3. Given the limit valuation

with the pseudo-key <£„.Forf^O,

VV=[{V/1},

p<cr,

V,(<pa)=y„\

Vß(f)^ V„(f)for all p. The following statements

are equivalent:

(i) V,(f)<Vxif)forollß<\«r;
(ii) V,{f)<V,{f)forallp«r;
(iii) (po-equivalence-divides

Proof. Let/=
and

all

rj.

X™o/«'0t be the expansion (3.2) for/. By II and Lemma 3.2,

there exist an integer

p>V

f in all Vß for p greater than some ordinal

tVe.

e and an ordinal

Thus,

r) such that

for p>r),

Vß(f4>V)< FM(/¿<pt) for all

Vß{f) = Vß{f4>ea)
= min¿ [FM(/¿<pt)j

^mini
[Va(fi<pi)] = Va(f). Moreover,
the inequality
sign holds if and only
if e^O, which in turn is true if and only if Vß(f) < V\(f) for all r¡<p<\
(or
for all p<\,
by II). If e^O, then (p„ equivalence-divides/
in Vß, p>r\. Conversely

if

Fx(/)^min

Vß(f—q<j>v)> Vß(f) = Vß(q<pa) for

[Fx(f-#.),

Fx(g<p.)]>min

some

#G.K[x],

then

for \>p,

[Vß(q<j>a),V,(q<t>*)
] = Vß(f). Q.E.D.

Note. Theorem 3.3 proves that II holds for the set { Vß}, p^<r. It further
shows that I holds for Vc if we make the convention
that IF is to be interpreted as representing
all Vß for p greater than some ordinal 77; rj depends on
/. The pseudo-key <p„takes the place of a key for F„. The next theorem shows
that augmenting
a limit-valuation
with a key of sufficiently high degree pre-

serves II.

Theorem
Va(<p,)=y„

3.4. If deg <p„^deg <p„+iin the valuation F„+i = [{ Vß\, p<a,
Va+i{cp<,+i)=y„+i\,

then

Vß(f) = V„(f)

for

some

p<cr

implies

V.if)= V.+i(f).
Proof. If Vß(f) = V„(f), then in the expansion (3.2) in terms of <p„, V„(f)
= V.if0)< F„(/-/o) (cf. the preceding proof). But F,+1(/-/„) ^ V,(f-fo),
and F„+i(/o) = F„(/o), by I. Therefore V,+i{f—f0)> V„+i(fo), which implies
F,+1(/) = F„+1(/o) = F,(/).

4. Inductive valuations.
Definition
4.1. A pth stage inductive valuation V„ of K[x] is any valuation
obtained by a well-ordered sequence of valuations { F„}, <r^p, where
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(i) Vi= [Vo, Vi(fa) =7i], fa linear;
(ii) if a- is not a limit-ordinal, o->l, V„=[V^i,
(iii) if a is a limit-ordinal,

Va(fa)=y„];

then Vc is the limit valuation

[{ Vp}, p<<r],

or

[ { Vp}, p <<r, Vc(fa) =7o], where fa- is a pseudo-key for { Vp} ;

(iv) deg fa ^ deg fa for all ordinals p.<X gp ;

(v) if deg fa = deg fa, fa~fa in V„is false.
If p is a limit ordinal, V„ is called a constant degree limit valuation when the
set {deg fa}, <r<p, is bounded; otherwise, increasing degree^).
An inductive valuation
Vp has property I, and the set of subvaluations
{ Vc}, a¿p,

has properties

II and III. Any augmented

valuation

V„+i is an

inductive valuation, provided that the key fa+i satisfies conditions
(v). However, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. The limit valuation W„= [{ V,,}, p<p]
to an inductive valuation V.

Proof. Let ^ be a prospective

(3.1)), where deg r<deg

(iv) and

cannot be augmented

key for V. We write <p= qfaw+iA-r

(cf.

faw+i- By I and II, we have Wp(r) = V„w(r)

< Vn*)+i(qfaw+i)^ Wp(qfaM+i)^ V(qfaw+i). By condition (iv), deg fa>deg
r; hence Wp(r)=V(r),

and

V(fa) = V(r) = Wp(fa). This contradicts

the re-

quirement that V(fa)> Wp(fa).
5. Conditions for limit valuations.
a <p, is a well-ordered set of inductive

(5.1)

V, = [7_i, Va(fa) =7.]

or

If p is a limit
valuations

ordinal,

and

{ Vc},

V. = [{ V,}, p < <r, V,(fa) = 7.],

then { Vc} has property II. If { V„} has a pseudo-key s, there exists an integer
d such that deg fa- = d for all a not less than some ordinal u. Moreover, the
value group T„ of V„ with respect to K(x) equals Ya, for <r>a>, by III. Now
the inductive valuation [ { V„}, a<p, Vp(s) =yp\ can be constructed if yp can
be chosen greater than all Vc(s). This can be done (without increasing the
rank of the valuation) if and only if the set { Vc(s)} is bounded in r„.

Theorem
5.1(7). Intheset
{ Va}, <r<p, of valuations defined by (5.1), the
set { V„(s)} is bounded by some element of Tu if and only if the same is true for

[y„},a>fa*).
Proof. We expand 5 in terms of each fa-, ff>w,
(6) Henceforth the term limit valuation refers only to inductive valuations.
(7) This theorem has particular relevance to the rank 1 case. In this case the set { V„},
w ^<r<p, can always be replaced by a cofinal denumerable sequence { Vp j (2.2). A limit value
can be defined (as in [3]) on K(x) by the function V: V(J) =limfl<«, V^(f). This function may
be nonfinite in the sense that it assigns to some nonzero polynomials the value «. Our Theorem
5.1 and MacLane's Theorem 7.1 [3] together give a NAS condition for the finiteness of V.
On the other hand, the latter theorem gives a NAS condition for the existence of a pseudokey for { Vp} and hence for { V„ j, when Iim,,^« yp = ».

(8) Note that by III, 7„<tx for w<*<\.
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m

s = X) Oi,4>„

deg bu < d.

By III, F,= [Fa„ V„(fa-)=y,\; and V„(fa-)=yu. As noted in the proof of
Lemma 3.4 of [4],
Vw(s) = min [Va(bic) + iy„].
i

For some index e there exists a well-ordered
the set {<r}, o¡<a<p,
such that
F„(s)

for all i. Thus,
Vw(bi,aia))^some

= Va(be,,(a-,)

for each a,
lower

+

«To. ^

Vu(be,,ia))=a

bound

£. By

set \a(a)}

^(¿¿.„(„j)

constant

II, each

of ordinals

+

cofinal in

iym

5, and,

for all i and a,

Va(s) 5¡ V„(a)(s) ^5A-ey„ia)

for

some a.

On the other hand
F„(a)(s)

= min [FoXô.xa+i))
i
=

Vu(be(a-),i(a+i-))

^

£ +

V„(c,+i)(s) = Va(a)(s).

Thus

+

e(a)ya(a)

e(a)yff(it),

for all a and some index e(a), depending
wise

+ iy,{a)]

each

on a. Moreover

e(a)^0;

y,èy,tf->^(Vctfi(s)—

ordinal ß. This completes the proof.
6. The sufficiency of inductive valuations.
of [3] we borrow the following result:

£)/e(ß),

for otherfor some

From the proof of Theorem 8.1

Lemma 6.1. Let W be any valuation of K[x]. Let V„ be an inductive valua-

tion [V,-i, Vc(fa)= W(fa)=y,] or [{Vp}, p<<r, V„(fa)= W(fa)=y,] such
that

IV

(a) W(f) ê V„(f)

forallfinK[x],

(b) W(f) = V.(f)

if deg/ < deg fa.

Then any monic polynomial <pof minimum degree such that W(fa) > V„(fa) defines an inductive valuation V=[VC, V(fa) = W(fa) =7] which satisfies IV.

Moreover,V„(f)= V(f) implies V,(f) = W(f).
Theorem
6.2. Every valuation
tive valuation.
Proof. First,

W of K[x]

Vi= [VB, Vi(x)=yi=W(x)]

can be represented as an inducis an inductive

valuation

satis-

fying IV.
Now suppose that V„ is an inductive valuation with property IV and
such that V„(f) = W(f) for all/of degree less than n. We proceed by induction
on n. If there exists a polynomial h of degree n such that V„(h) < W(h), we
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let ?>í„ be the set of all monic polynomials
of degree n with this property,
and let Vïin be the corresponding
set of IF-values.
Case (1). If iM„ has a maximum element y, we choose a member of Js[„ with

value y, call it <p„+iand define F„+i= [V„, Va+i(<pr+i)=y]. By Lemma 6.1,
this is an inductive valuation satisfying IV. Moreover, if deg/ = «, F„+i(/)

= Wif); for f = ap„+x+fo, where cGK, deg/0<«;

and W(f)> V„+i(f) implies

W(f/c) > W{4>c+i), contradicting
the choice of <p„+i.
Case (2). If 9ñ„ has no maximum element, we choose from N.„ a set of
polynomials whose values form a well-ordered cofinal subset {7,,+,,} in 5W*>
y„+ß<y,+u for p<u. These we label <p„+i, • • • , <p,+ß, • ■ ■ ; p<\.
Using transfinite induction
and Lemma 6.1, we construct
a well-ordered
set { F,+(i},
p <X of inductive valuations, each with property IV. If p is not a limit-ordinal,
Va+Ii = [ F„+(I_i, F,+M((/>„+„)=7*+,*] ; otherwise
V,+t¡ = [ { Vr+„}, u <p, Vt+Ii{<pc+I¡)

= 7„+íl]. This yields a limit valuation: either W,+\ = [{ V„+ßj, p<^],
or
V„+\= [{ F„+M}, p<\, F„+\(5) = IF(5)], where 5 is a pseudo-key for { F,+„}.
Now Wa+\=W,

or F,+\ possesses

IV, by the last statement

If deg / = «, f'= apc+„+fii for each p; c(EK, deg /,<«.

of Lemma

6.1.

Now W(f)> V„+\(f)

implies W(f/c) > W(<p<,+ß)for all p <X, contradicting
the choice of the set
{</>,,+„}.Hence W(f) = V„+\(f) for all/ of degree not greater than n.
This completes the induction on n. If the process does not stop at some
finite degree, it will go on indefinitely to give an increasing degree limit valua-

tion equal to W.
7. The value group. If F„ is an inductive valuation
[F„_i, F,(<p„) =y„],
and if r„ is the value group of Va with respect to K(x), then T, = Ta^i(y^),
that is, all elements of the form y-\-mya, where 7£r,_i
and m is an integer.
If Va is a limit valuation [{ F„}, p<<r, F,(<p„) =y„], then by III, Va = Vùl{y<I),
where <pa is the first key in the set {(pß\, p<a, of highest degree. Moreover, if
y„ is incommensurable
with To, that is, no multiple of y„ is in To, then Fff can
not be augmented
to a new inductive valuation
[3, Theorem 6.7]. An induction argument gives the following theorem.

Theorem
7.1. Let F0 be a valuation of K with value group To, and let Vp
be an inductive valuation of K{x) with keys and pseudo-keys {</>«-};then Tp
has one of the forms :

(a) rp = r0(7i>72, • • •, 7«).
(b) r„ = r0(7i, 72, • • • , 7n-i- f»),
(c) rp=r0(7i, 72, • • ■), not reducible to form (a),
where y i or f ¿ is the V„-value of the last key or pseudo-key of degree i (when such
actually is present); y i is commensurable with To; f, is not.

8. The residue class field. The structure theorems in §§9-14 of [3] may
be verified for the more general inductive valuations
considered here. The
proofs are not sufficiently different from MacLane's to warrant their repetition
here. The pertinent results are as follows:
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Let A^ be the residue class field of K with respect to Vo] let £„ be the
residue field of L = K(x) with respect to V„; and let 77„ be the corresponding
homomorphism
mapping the valuation ring in K(x) onto £„. If V„ is commensurable,
then ^ = 77<r(y),where F„ is an algebraic extension of the field
A^, and y is transcendental
over F„; if Va is incommensurable,
jQj, = F„. If Fois augmented to V, the resulting residue field £ is F(z) = F„(d, z), where 0 and
2 are algebraic and transcendental
over F„, respectively,
and are determined
by the augmenting key fa Corresponding
to <pthere exists a polynomial p(x)

such that Vp(p) = V„(p) = —V„(fa) for some p<a;

p(x) will be called a V„-

deflater of fa Then 8 is a root of H„(pfa), a polynomial
of degree
[deg <p/(t<, deg fa)] in the ring Tvfy]; where t„ is the commensurability
number of Va, that is, the order of T„/T^i or Ta/Tu (cf. §7); and z = H(qfa),

where g is a F-deflater of fa.
Analogous to property III we have the condition that if deg 0„ = deg fa
then F„ = F. If V, is a limit valuation
[{ Vp}, p<a] without a pseudo-key,
■£„ is the union Uß<„Fp of the fields F p. If V, is a limit valuation with pseudokey 5, then .£„ is Fa(z) or F„ as before, where now F„ = U/1<, T7,,.

Theorem

8.1. Let (VpK(x)=Tp, ^,)

with keys and pseudo-keys

6e an extension of (V0K = T0, ÀQ

{fa} ; then /^p has one of the forms :

(i) jQj,=fC(<Xi,ai, ■ ■ ■, am);
(ii) jÇj,=KX<xi,a2, ■ ■ ■, am-u y) ;

(iü) =G=AC(«i,
«2, • • • );
where the a¿ are algebraic over Kj, y is transcendental. If Tp is not commensurable
with To, -O must have form (i). If ^ has form (ii), rp/r0 must be finite. The
number of adjoined elements is not greater than the number of degrees represented

in the set {fa}.
From Theorem 7.1 and 8.1 the possible combinations
of Tp and „£p are
(a)(i), (a)(ii), (a)(iii), (b)(i), (c)(i), and (c)(iii).
9. The existence of inductive valuations with a prescribed structure.
Given (V0K = To, f£), the construction of (VK(x)=Tp, £,,) with Tp and£p
satisfying the conditions of Theorems 7.1 and 8.1 is given in most cases(9)
by the following theorem of MacLane [3, Theorem 13.1 ].

Lemma 9.1. In a given inductive valuation (V\K(x) =T'„, „£„), let\¡/(y)¿¿y be
a monic polynomial of degree m>0, irreducible in F„[y]. Then there is one and,
except for equivalent polynomials in V„ only one fax) which is a key over F,

and which has H,(pfa) =fa(y) for a suitable V„-deflaterp of fa
Theorem

9.2. Given (VoK = To, fQ; let T^O and £ be extensions of T0

and A^, respectively, such that (schematically) T and £ occur in any of the
following combinations (cf. Theorems 7.1 and 8.1):
(9) The excluded case is the combination

(a)(i).
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(a) r0(7i,

• • • i Y»)

*^?>^<?^*

® ^("i>

■ • ■ < oím)

(b) r0(7it • • • » 7»-i, fn) •r"/\^*

(") ^X"1' ' ' ' ' a»-1' y)

(c) r0(7i. 72, • • • )

(ni) C(«i.

•*—--^

«2, • • • ).

!TAere//tere exw/5 an extension {VK{x) =T, ¿Ç) of F0.
10. A special case. Further

conditions

are needed for the existence of type

(ai), that is, an extension ( VK{x) =T, jQ of ( V0K = T0, K) with T/T0 finite and
«£ a finite algebraic

extension

of A^.

First let K be algebraically closed. Then r=r0

and -(3=Aj that is, the

extension must be immediate.
Any inductive representation
Vp of F must
have an infinite number of linear keys (§8) and none of higher degree. Suppose Vp is defined by the well-ordered
set {F,}, a<p, where F„= [F„_i;
V,{x —aA=yr]or

F„= [{ Vp),p<<r,

Va(x-a„)

= y,\.

Foro-<X,

V0(ax-aa])=y„

hence V0(a\ —aA> Vo(a„ —aß) for p<a<\,
that is, {a,} is a pseudo-convergent set in K{10). For every aGK, the set {a —a,} ultimately
attains a
constant
value; otherwise
the valuation
V„ would equal the first stage
valuation
IFi= [Vo, W\{x —a)= Vp{x —a)]. This is to say that {a,} has no
limit in K. Since K is closed, it further implies that {a„) is of transcendental
type. Conversely, any transcendental
pseudo-convergent
set in K without a
limit in K {t.p.c.s.w.l.) defines a valuation
{VpK{x) =To, Kj- Hence, if K is
algebraically closed, there exists an immediate {the only type (ai)) extension to
K(x) if and only if there exists a t.p.c.s.w.l. in K(11).
If K is arbitrary and A is its algebraic closure, then any type (ai) valuation of K(x) can always be extended (cf. [7, p. 300, II]) to an (ai) valuation
of A(x). Hence, for each (ai) extension of (VoK = T0, fQ to K(x) there is a
t.p.c.s.w.l. in A {with respect to some extension of V0 to A).
A partial converse is given by the following theorem.

Theorem

10.1. Let {VoK = T0, fQ be any valuation of K. Let T be a finite

commensurable extension of To and £ a finite algebraic extension of A^. Let M
be any algebraic extension of K with a valuation (V'0M = T, «£) which is an
extension of V0. If (1) M is a simple extension of K, and (2) M contains a
t.p.c.s.w.l., then there exists an extension (VK(x) =T, j£).
Note. M must always exist, but it is not always a simple extension of K.
The latter is true in the important
case when M/K is separable; in particular,
when K has characteristic
0.
(l0) For these definitions cf. [l, §2]. If {aA is pseudo-convergent,
then for each fGK[x\,
eventually either (1) V0(J(a\)) = V0(f(ac)) or (2) F>(/(ax)) > F,(/(a„)) for all \><r. The set {o„}
is of transcendental
or algebraic type according as (1) does or does not hold for all J.
(u) This follows from Theorems 1, 2, and 3 of [l]. In fact Kaplansky proves this result
under his hypothesis A, a weaker condition than closure. It is of interest to note that Vp is
equal to the valuation which assigns to f(x) the ultimately constant value of f(a„) (cf. [l,

Theorem 2] and [7, §65]).
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Proof.

Since

(7'Af(*i)=r,

M

contains

a

t.p.c.s.w.l.

there

exists

Theorem 2]. Moreover, there exists in M(xi) an element
over M, such that V'(x2— 1) is arbitrarily
large.

Suppose r = r0(7i. • • • , 7m). -C=AC(am+i, ••-,«„)
M we select

= m+l,

an

jQ of (V¿M, T, jQ to M(xi); Xi transcendental

«,■ such

•••,«.

that

Fo' (it,-) =7¿,

i=l,

111
extension

over M [l,

Xi, transcendental

and M = K(v). From

• • • , m, and

i/o' (w¿) =«.-, î

Suppose w,= X^=o fflyü', aaE.K. We set »/ = X1j=oaijv'xi,

i=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then we have u' —Ui=(xi —l)\anv-\-ai2v2(x2-\-l)-\- ■•
+airV(xr2-1+
■ ■ ■+1)]. Since V'(x2)=0, V'(x{+ • - • +1) à 0 for all positive
integers j. Hence V'(u' —Ui)^ V'(x2 —l) + miny_i,... ,r [Va (a^v')] for i=i, 2,
• • ■ , n. If we choose x2 so that V'(x2 —l)>max,- \V(ui) —min,- { F0' (a</»0} ],

then V'(u' —«<)> F'(m¿), for t'= 1, • ■ • , m, • • • , n. It follows that V'(u>)
= 7,- for i=l, ■ ■ • , m, and //'(«/) =//0' («,-) =a¿ for i' = w + l, •■-,«.
Now
A^(x), where x = DX2, is a transcendental
valuation.
11. The existence of limit valuations
extensions (VK(x), T, jQ with prescribed
necessary to use limit valuations
with
ask if there actually exist such valuations
finite set of keys. Are pseudo-keys really
in the rank 1 case.

extension

of K with

the desired

with pseudo-keys.
In constructing
T and .£ (Theorem 9.2), it is not
pseudo-keys.
One might therefore
which can not be represented by a
necessary? The answer is yes, even

Let (VoK = T0, Í0 be of rank 1; and let {a,} be an algebraic (10) pseudoconvergent sequence in K without a limit in K such that limJ<M Fo(a,-+i —af)
< oo(12). We construct the inductive valuations
V,-= [Vy-i, V¡(x —a¡) =y¡\,
j=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ , where y,= Fo(aJ+i —af). Let q(x) be any monic polynomial in
K [x] for which V0(q(a¡)) < Vo(q(a¡+i)) for j greater than some integer jo. For
each j we expand
m

(li.i)

?(*)= Z ?*(«í)(*
- «/)'.

where qo = q and g„ = l. Now Vj(q(x)) =min<[Fo(g!(ay))+¿7;].
For j greater
than someji, the value of each term of (11.1) increases with j. It follows that

Vj(q(x)) <Vj+i(q(x))

for all j. This implies that

{ V¡} has a pseudo-key .?.

Furthermore,
s cannot be of degree 1, namely, x —a, a G A'; for then a would
be a limit of {«/}. Finally the V¡ -values of 5 are bounded, by Theorem 5.1.
Hence the valuation
[{ Fy}, V(s) = limy,«, F,(5)] is the desired valuation.
12. Extensions
to Ln = K(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn). The results of §§7-10 can be
extended at once to the case of a purely transcendental
extension
Ln

= K(xi, ■ ■ ■, Xn) of degree ». When T[jd/tQ+R[T/To]
are not complete,

but for rank

1 valuations

<n (§1), our results

they can be improved

by the

following lemma.
(u) The existence of a field with such a sequence is implied by the first counterexample

§5 of [1].

in
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Lemma 12.1. Let Vi= [Vo, Fi(xi) = e>0] be a first stage {rank 1) valuation
of K(xi) ; then, for any positive integer q, there exists an immediate extension of V\
to the field K(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq), where the x,- are algebraically independent over K.
Proof. In the power series field K\ \Xi] j it is possible to select (q—\)
series which are algebraically
independent
over K(xi) and in which the nonzero coefficients have zero Fo-value (cf. [6, §3], especially method II). But
these series lie in an immediate
extension of K(xi).

Theorem

12.2. Let (V0K = To, ÄQ be a rank 1 valuation, and let =£, T be at

most denumerably generated extensions of IÇ,, To with U=T[jQi/fÇ}JrR[T/T0]
<n. There exists an extension (VLn = T, ¿Ç) if
(i) when £ and T can be finitely generated over A^ and T0, t/2:2 and, whenever R[T/To] =0, J^ is a rational function field over an extension o/Aj

(ii) otherwise, UsZl.
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